Debt limit managed, for now

Finally, the deal marks the beginning of a fierce debate over how the federal budget should look.

Oregen aims to move vets off Medicaid

The Oregonian, Portland

Oregon colleges of education are pushing back against the state's recent cuts, particularly as the Oregon legislature's reform programs offer weak solutions.

Judge turns down U.S. plan for Columbia salmon — again

Columbia salmon, Returns of spawners, most of the fish have returned in the past few years.

The proposal is voided for failing to identify improvements in 2013 on the dam-filled river.

Outbreak of human Salmonella Heidelberg infections

77 people have been infected with Salmonella Heidelberg as of Aug. 15.

Salmoneilla outbreak hits U.S.; no recall from feds

A drug-resistant strain in ground turkey may have sickened thousands, including an Oregon baby.
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Teachers who train teachers fail study

A national report suggests dozens of student teachers are not well-schooled for the job.
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News analysis inside

Economics aside, the deal's impact, expected to run past the election. Business, 93

Federal budget: a new legislative compromise essential with allowing a broader menu to pass the president. Business, 93

The immediate crisis is exported. Obama and congressional leaders quickly turned their attention to the next step in the war over the federal budget. Business, 93
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